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Abstract
Recently, more and more reservoir flow models are being extended to integrated ones to consider the
influence of the surface network on the field development. A serious numerical problem is the handling
of constraints in the form of inequalities. It is especially difficult in combination with optimization
and automatic control of well and surface equipment. Traditional numerical methods solve the problem
iteratively, choosing the operation modes for network elements. Sometimes solution may violate constraints
or not be an optimal. The paper proposes a new flexible and relatively efficient method that allows to
reliably handle constraints. The idea is to work with entire set of all possible operation modes according
to constraints and control capabilities. Let's call this set an operation modes domain (OMD). The problem
is solved in two stages. On the first stage (direct course) the OMD are calculated for all network elements
from wells to terminal. Constraints are handled by narrowing the OMD. On the second stage (backward
course) the optimal solution is chosen from OMD.

Introduction
Recently, more and more reservoir flow models are being extended to integrated ones to consider the
influence of the surface network on the field development. In the integrated model, the reservoir simulation
is performed in conjunction with the surface network calculation to ensure that the boundary conditions
between the reservoir and network are matched.

There are two kinds of integrated models: steady case and transient. In the steady case models the
steady (equilibrium between reservoir and network) solution is calculated. Such models are useful for field
development and optimization tasks.

Transient model allows to simulate transient processes after changing the operation modes of well or
surface equipment. Usually it is a short time model (several minutes, hours or days). Hence the reservoir
state may be considered as constant. Therefore, integrated model becomes a transient surface network model
without need of reservoir flow model usage.

This paper considers the steady case only. A serious numerical problem is the handling of constraints in
the form of inequalities. It is especially difficult in combination with optimization and automatic control
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of well and surface equipment. Classical numerical methods solve the problem iteratively, choosing the
operation modes for network elements. Sometimes solution may violate constraints or not be an optimal.

The aim of this paper is to propose a new flexible and relatively efficient method that allows to reliably
handle constraints.

The statement of problem

Basic concepts and definitions
Let's consider the productive network as directed graph. The network elements (pipes, wellbores, chokes,
pumps, separators, and others) are its edges (lines). The borders of network (wells and terminal) and the
nodes between elements are nodes (vertices) of the graph. Assume that graph is a tree, i.e:

• exists the only one outlet node called terminal.

• from each of the vertices there is a single path (along the flow) to the terminal.

Hence each element not incident to terminal has the only one parent (the closest element on path to
terminal). Element may have several child elements, for which it is a parent. The wells (and external sources
of fluids with given rates) are the inlet nodes of graph (tree). It is convenient to consider terminal and wells
not as nodes only but as network elements. Let's expand graph and add them as new elements (edges):

• terminal — after the corresponding node.

• wells — before the corresponding nodes.

Therefore, wells are inlet elements, terminal is outlet element.
Let's call the tuple of pressure, temperature, and the rates of all phases the state of flow. Let's define the

operation mode of element as a tuple of its inlet and outlet state of flow and additional parameter ALQ
(which characterize the element's control). In particularly, the ALQ may be a choke position, or a pump
frequency or power.

Assume that:

• the rates of all phases are the same at inlet and outlet of element

• the temperature is known. It is not calculated but may be needed for flow velocity calculation.

Therefore, operation mode of element
R = (Q, PIN, POUT, ALQ)

consists of phase rates vector Q, inlet pressure PIN and outlet pressure POUT and the control parameter
ALQ. The subscripts will be used for indication of element number.

These four components of operation mode of element are not independent but satisfy the element
characteristic. Element characteristic describes the physics of element working and may be formalized as
equation:

Usually PIN or POUT is a function of other components. In particularly it may be set in form of VFP table.
Let ALQ=0 for elements without control capabilities.
At terminal PIN=POUT.
For wells:

• PIN means reservoir pressure
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• POUT means bottom-hole pressure (BHP)

• element characteristic F is an inflow equation (boundary condition).

Note that well means the connection to reservoir. The wellbore is considered as another network element
of type pipeline.

The network nodes must fulfill the natural conditions of the continuity of pressure and flow:

• outlet pressures POUT for elements entering in the node should be the same with each other and
with the inlet pressure PIN of element exiting from the node

• for each phase the sum of its rates for elements entering in the node should be equal to the rate
of element exiting from the node.

Beside the characteristic of element other additional constraints may be specified. It may be set in form
of equality or inequality:

fi,j(Ri)=0; gi,j(Ri)≥0.
The following constraint types are allowed:

• phase rates (or liquid rate)

• inlet and outlet pressure

• well drawdown

• inlet and outlet flow velocity (depends on both pressure and rates)

• water cut, oil gas ratio and others.

The statement of problem
Find the operation modes Ri of all network elements in steady case under the following constraints:

• ALQishould be valid

• characteristic of elements Fi(Ri)=0

• natural conditions of continuity of pressure and flow in nodes

• additional constraints fi,j(Ri)=0; gi,j(Ri)≥0.

If there are more than one solution, then chose the optimal one according the following criteria:

• maximum production (of gas, oil, or liquid). This is a main criterion

• minimum consumed power of pumps / compressors. This is a secondary criterion

• minimum pressure loses in the network (on chokes). This is least priority criterion.

Classical methods for solving the problem
This problem belongs to the class of nonlinear programming tasks. In general case it is a complicated
problem especially in case of constraints in the inequality form. There are several classes of methods for
solving it (Dennis J. E., Schnabel R. B., 1996) (Васильев Ф. П., 1974) (Мину М., 1990):

• method of Lagrange multipliers. Original method is intended for constraints in equality form only.
In case of inequalities it is needed to determinate, which of them becomes equalities on the optimal
solution. It could be a hard problem in case of many constraints in the inequality form
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• gradient projection methods (including linearization methods)

• penalty (or barrier) methods

• methods based on duality principle.

All these methods are based on the iteration process which should converges to solution of problem.
There are the following issues on this way:

• how to find initial state satisfying all constrains

• how to satisfy all constrains during the iteration process

• how to be ensure that iterations converges to the problem solution.

In practice there is another one issue. Often constraints may contradict to each other. Formally, the
problem has no solution. For example, the target pressure and target gas production rate are set at the
terminal. It is not possible to fulfill both these constraints after reaching the certain reservoir depletion.
Usually the pressure constraint has priority. Therefore, it is important that method could find the most closed
to constraints solution according to their priorities.

Operation modes domain method (OMD)

Idea
This paper proposes alternative approach for solving a network calculation problem. The idea is to work
with entire set of all possible operation modes according to constraints and control capabilities. Let's call
this set an operation modes domain (OMD). The problem is solved in two stages. On the first stage (direct
course) the OMD are calculated for all network elements from wells to terminal. Constraints are handled by
narrowing the OMD. Therefore, all OMD fulfills all constraints automatically. If the problem has solution,
then OMD for terminal is not empty.

On the second stage (backward course) the optimal solution is chosen from OMD. To choose the one
operation mode from the set the optimization criteria are used. The border of OMD is calculated numerically.
Hence additional iterations may be required to detail the boundaries of the OMD.

The most nontrivial operation is calculation of OMD for elements with more than one child. The merging
of outlet OMD of elements into one input OMD is needed. Let's call this operation the node balancing.

OMD method may be considered as generalization of nodal analysis method (Lea J. F. et al., 2003). OMD
is like a lift curve (in nodal analysis) but has much more complicated structure including the equipment
control capabilities.

The internal structure of OMD
In its pure form, OMD method is single-phase. For multi-phase flow case the notion of main rate is
introduced. It is a gas rate for gas fields and a liquid rate for oil fields. Let's denote main rate by q (it should
not be confused with the phase rates vector Q). OMD is a set of points in (q, P) plane bounded above by the
maximum mode curve, and from below - by the minimum mode curve (see fig. 1a). These two curves may
be the same. In this case OMD is a curve (not region). For example, the well OMD has such shape. Usually
OMD becomes region on the element with control possibilities by ALQ.
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Fig. 1—OMD narrowing (at the element outlet) by constraint handling

It is assumed that:

• for each q all points between minimum and maximum mode curves belongs to OMD. Other words
OMD is convex in P direction.

• each q has the corresponding phase rates vector Q which does not depend on P (within the
permissible error)

• minimum and maximum mode curves are continuing (by q)

• maximum mode curve is monotonically decreasing (not strictly).

The ODR border is approximated by the polyline. Therefore, ODR may be considered as a finite sequence
of so called ODR points. Each ODR point is a tuple consisting of:

• main rate q and corresponding phase rates vector Q;

• maximum and minimum operation modes Rmax=(Q, PINmax, POUTmax, ALQmax) and

Rmin=(Q, PINmin, POUTmin, ALQmin). Here Q vector should be the same in Rmax and in Rmin

• vector qch of main rates of child elements. It is used on the second stage (backward course) of
method to recursively calculate the operation modes of elements.

For calculation of intermediate points, the linear interpolation is used (not for pressures only, but for all
components of OMD point).

For a visual representation of the ODR, it is convenient to work with the maximum and minimum modes
curves. For outlet of element it is a dependence of POUTmax and POUTmin on q. Similarly, for the inlet of
the element (PINmax and PINmin).

Handling of constraints
The easiness of constraint handling is the main advantage of OMD method. OMD is considered as a polygon
bordered by maximum and minimum mode curves. The constraints are handled sequentially. Each constraint
simply narrows down the OMD. The most frequently used constraints on pressure or rate narrows down
OMD by lines parallel to coordinate axis. The following actions may occur during the constraints handling:
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6 SPE-206542-MS

• for some OMD points the segment [Rmin, Rmax] may be narrowed (note, that Rmin and Rmax
are vectors, hence the points of a segment means the corresponding linear combination)

• OMD points which completely violates the constraint removes from the OMD

• add new OMD points located on the crossing of its border with constraint.

The result of OMD narrowing (from fig. 1a) on constraint POUT≥30 is shown on the fig. 1b.

Calculating the OMD of network element
Network elements are processed sequentially from wells to terminal. Parent element is processed after
the calculation of child elements is finished. Well OMD is calculated according to border condition
(characteristic of well Fi). Maximum and minimum mode curves are the same for well.

If the element has the only one child, then the outlet child OMD becomes the inlet OMD of its parent
(due to continuity of pressure and rates). Then for all points of input OMD the corresponding outlet points
are calculated according to element characteristic and allowed ALQ. In this case child main rate vector qch
is scalar and it is equals to main rate q.

Other words, the known inlet maximum and minimum modes are recalculated into outlet ones according
to control capabilities (ALQ). Then the constraints handling is performed which can narrow the element
OMD.

If the element has more than one child, then the node balancing operation is needed to calculate the inlet
OMD.

Node balancing
Node balancing is the key (and most difficult) operation of OMD method. It can be done in more than one
way. Below the balancing strategy based on the child elements potential is described. Let's consider the
outlet OMDs for child elements (entering in the balancing node).

Let's calculate for each child element the following pressures:

• PMAXi — maximum POUTmaxi(over all OMD points)

• PMIDi — minimum POUTmaxi

• PMINi — minimum POUTmini;

The [PMIDi, PMAXi] indicates for child elements the pressure interval which can be reached on the most
effective maximum mode curve. PMINi is a minimum allowed inlet pressure.

Then calculate the following pressures:

• P1 — minimum PMAXi (over all child elements i);

• P2 — minimum PMIDi;

• P3 — maximum PMINi.

if P3>P1, then node balancing task has no solution, because there is no pressure belonging to all outlet
pressure intervals of child elements. It is so-called "squeezing of subnets" situation. The following actions
are possible:

• To prohibit such situation. Network calculation problem has no solution due to simultaneous
working of all elements is impossible

• stop several subnets to fulfill the P1≥P3 condition. Usually the good strategy is to sequentially stop
subnets with the lowest PMAX.
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Assume that P1≥P3.
Note, that in general case the more than one node main rates may exist at the same pressure P1 (see fig.

2). Let's find the minimum and maximum main rates allowed at outlet pressure P1 for each child element.
Summing these values find the possible main rate interval [q1; q2] at the P1 pressure.

Fig. 2—Node balancing example

At the first stage of node balancing the maximum mode curve is calculated on the interval [q1; q2]. If
q1=q2 then skip this stage. Let's split the segment [q1; q2] in several points (for example, uniformly in
logarithmic scale) in which the maximum mode curve would be calculated. Let qout is a such point. It is
required to find the main flow rate for each inlet elements (at the outlet pressure P1) so that their sum would
be equals to qout. In general case this task has more than one solution. Here, the balancing strategy based on
the child elements potential is used. Let's find the proportion in which qout split [q1; q2]:

Let's denote [q1i; q2i] the possible main rates of child elements at P1 pressure and split these intervals
in the same proportion:

The sum of qi would be equal to required qout. Let's store child main rates in the qch vector of OMD
point. Note, that other balancing strategies are possible, such as minimizing the water cut or maximizing
the condensate gas ratio.

The second stage of node balancing is the calculation of maximum mode curve below P1 pressure on the
[P4; P1] interval. Here, P4 is a maximum of P2 and P3. The idea is that all child elements should work on
maximum mode curve too. Let's split the segment [P4; P1] in several points (for example, uniformly). Let
pout be one of such points. For each child element find the maximum allowed rate qiat this pressure. Find
the node main rate q as the sum of qi(see fig. 2). Store qi values in the qch vector.

The last third stage is a calculation of minimal curve mode for all OMD points. Note, that at this stage
the rates q, Q and qch are already know. Using the qch vector let's find for each child element the allowed
interval of outlet pressure [POUTmini; POUTmaxi]. The pressure of minimal curve mode POUTmin would
be a maximum of these POUTmini(over all i).

Node balancing procedure allows to calculate the OMD at the inlet of element. Then (as described above)
outlet OMD is calculated using element characteristic.

The node balancing example is shown on fig. 2. The node has two inlet elements which outlet OMD
are shown on fig. 2a and fig. 2b. For first element: PMIN=30, PMID=PMIN=15. For second element:
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8 SPE-206542-MS

PMIN=22, PMID=PMIN=10. Therefore: P1=22, P2=10, P3=15, P4=15. Hence the allowed pressure
interval is [15; 22] (from P4 to P1).

The main rate of second element at P1=22 is 20. The main rate of first element (at P1) may be from 20
till 40. Hence the total rate of node (at P1) may be from 40 till 60. It corresponds to the horizontal part of
red curve on the fig. 2c. For pressures below P1, we simply find the maximum possible flow rates for the
elements and sum them up. This concludes the calculation of maximum curve. The minimum curve (green)
is calculated as the maximum of child elements minimum mode. In this case it is a constant equal to 15.

Calculation of element operation modes (backward course)
Assume that the OMD for all elements has been calculated according to the procedure described above.
Hence the terminal OMD is known. If it is empty the net calculation task has no solution. Assume that
terminal OMD is not empty. Let's choose the one point from it according to the following criteria:

1. maximal rate q;
2. maximal pressure POUT (equals to PIN) (at the same q).

Let's find the operation mode of all elements using the qch vectors and linear interpolation (by q) for
OMD points. This is a backward course of the method.

In general case the element OMD point contains an interval from minimal Rmin to maximal Rmaxmodes.
To choose the only one mode the additional following criteria are used:

1. minimization of compressor/pump power ALQ
2. minimization of pressure losses inside the network. If there are no other pump/compressors toward

the wells, then it is equivalent to choosing the mode with maximum pressure.

OMD boundaries detailing
While node balancing and in some other procedures the polyline approximation of OMD boundaries is used.
Therefore, it is required to estimate the error:

• satisfying the element operation mode to its characteristic F

• continuity of pressure and rates (in the network nodes).

If the error is greater than a required tolerance, then the OMD boundaries detailing and element operations
modes recalculation are needed.

OMD border detailing uses so-called fixed points set (FPS). It is a set of main rates q for which OMD
should contain a corresponding point (off course, if it is not violating the constraints). During the OMD
border detailing the founded element main rates are included to FPS (to improve convergence the additional
points may be added too). Then the element operation modes should be recalculated. While this recalculation
the calculated OMD should include the points with rates from FPS.

In the simplest implementation of border detailing the OMD of elements are fully recalculated. Potentially
the recalculation is needed near the new points only, but due to the node balancing operation the influence
of new points may be wider. Hence, it is a non-trivial task to estimate which parts of OMD boundaries
needs recalculation.

Generalizations of OMD method

Injective networks
It is convenient to use for injective network the same network description as for productive one. In this case
the actual flow would be directed from outlet to inlet of elements.
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The meaning of the minimum and maximum mode curves should be modified. Maximum mode
curve means the modes with minimum allowed pressure and the minimum curve means maximum ones.
According to this meaning balancing node and backward course algorithms should be modified.

Complex networks with cycles (non-tree configuration)
Often in practice the networks with complex non-tree configuration are used. Node balancing operation
in OMD method assumes that subnets are independent, but it is not so in complex networks. One of the
possible approaches is to encapsulate the complex part of the network into one pseudo element called
complex network. It allows to still use the OMD method for new network, but it is required to use some
other special method for calculation of complex network element.

Soft constraints
The useful generalization of OMD method is to distinct soft and hard constraints. If the handling of soft
constraint leads to empty OMD, then the point most closed to constraint is chosen from the original OMD.
The OMD consisting of the only one this point would be a result of constraint handling. For example, such
constraints are useful for target production rate. If it could not be fulfilled due to reservoir depletion, then
the mode with maximum allowed production would be used.

If the hard constraint leads to the empty OMD then the network calculation task has no solution and this
subnetwork should be stopped.

Elements with different rates at inlet and outlet
For some elements the rates at inlet and outlet may differ. For example: separator or compressor which
partially consumes gas flowing through it. In this case the rates q and Q in the OMD points should be
considered as outlet rates. The qch vector means the outlet rates of child elements. The inlet rates should
be completely determined by the outlet rates and pressures at inlet and outlet. The changing of rates is
something like element characteristic.

Approbation of OMD method on real models of oil and gas fields of Western
Siberia
OMD method has been successfully used for calculation of real models of oil and gas fields of Western
Siberia.

Gas field
The network contains:

• more than 1000 elements including 488 wells

• external sources of gas flow from the other reservoirs

• three subnetworks with BPS (booster pump station) and one common central compressor

• constraints were set on

◦ target pressure at terminal

◦ gas production targets for each BPS (changing in time)

◦ maximum allowed flow velocity in wellbores and pipes.

The border conditions for wells has been requested from flow reservoir simulator on each simulation
step. Flow model contains about 1,3 million active cells. Forecast period is a little more than 15 years. The
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10 SPE-206542-MS

results, both in terms of accuracy and simulation speed (3-5 hours), are comparable to those obtained earlier
on the Eclipse Extended Network model.

Oil field
The network contains about 160 wells from four reservoirs. Four flow reservoir models are coupled with
one network.

Network has complex configuration (see fig. 3).

Fig. 3—Network scheme (squares means well clusters)

Constraints were set on:

• target pressure at terminal

• minimal allowed well bore hole pressure

• maximal allowed pressure in pipes

• target oil production (in some of forecast variants).

The aim was to estimate the influence of starting of new wells on the network state. The task was
successfully solved using the OMD method modified for complex networks.

In this case there were the following additional issues:

• some of pumps works in periodic mode using the pressure sensor. When the inlet pump pressure
drops below the given limit the pump stops automatically and then starts again after raising the
pressure up. To simulate this the processing of pump characteristics has been modified

• several wells in reservoir flow model have poor quality of history matching. It was not allowed to
change flow model. To solve this problem the well productivity curves (IPR) obtained from the
reservoir flow simulator were partially corrected according to the actual production data. It allowed
to partially compensate the disadvantages of reservoir flow models.
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Conclusion
The approbation of OMD method on the real models shows that it could be successfully used.

OMD method has the following disadvantages:

• possible less efficiency in comparison with classical methods related with necessary of calculation
of whole border of OMD. Sometimes the classical iterations on element operation modes could be
faster. Here, it is critical the speed of calculation of element characteristic F. In particularly, OMD
method is good enough for VFP table usage (with fast interpolation for intermediate points) but
may be less effective in case of calculation of element outlet using solving of mass and energy
conservation equations

• requirement of tree network configuration. Generalizations on complex networks are possible but
non-trivial

• assumptions of the continuity and monotonic behavior of maximum and minimum curves. Note,
that usually the violation of this assumptions leads to issues in convergence of classic methods too.

OMD method has the following advantages:

• reliability of finding a solution that satisfies all constraints

• potentially the calculated OMD has its own value for the user and may facilitate the understanding
and analysis of the simulation results

• possibility of continuously automatic control of equipment (using the ALQ)

• the difficult task of network calculation splits on the sequence of OMD calculation for network
elements. This provides the flexibility of the method for possible changes in the problem statement.

The OMD approach is flexible and perspective. The single operation mode can be considered as OMD
consisting of only one point. Therefore, the OMD method could be combined with classical methods. The
approbation of OMD on the real models has shown that it can be generalized on more difficult cases: network
with complex configuration, pumps in periodic mode, partially correction of reservoir flow model data on
actual production data.
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